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Introduction

In 2000 several laboratories that are involved in the
broad area of non-destructive nuclear metrology
merged together to the department "Safeguards and
Physics Measurements". The department is com-
posed of two sections "Instrumentation, Calibration
and Dosimetry" and "Safeguards and Nuclear
Physics Measurements". This structure will be found
in the objectives, in the programmes, in the achieve-
ments and perspectives. The activities involve
gamma and neutron dosimetry, calibrations and irra-
diations, electronic support, metrology of various
samples including internal contamination of human
beings, of waste barrels and of fissile materials, neu-
tron activation analysis, and radioisotope source
preparation. They are related to services, but also
involve R&D to keep track with ongoing evolutions
in the respective fields and to give additional assur-
ance of the quality of the services.

Background

Dosimetric measurements are important for workers
in the nuclear environment in assuring them safe
working conditions. These measurements involve an
accurate determination of the dose, both gamma and
neutron, and a proper functioning of the equipment
through a regular calibration and an appropriate
maintenance.

The section Instrumentation, Calibration and
Dosimetry renders services in all aforementioned
fields and performs R&D related to neutron dosime-
try and interventional radiology.

In the field of neutron dosimetry, present neutron
personal dosimeters still perform very poorly and
represent a challenge for accurate neutron dose deter-
mination. This is important considering the ICRP60
publication that introduced new and increased quali-
ty factors and lowered the annual dose limits for radi-
ation workers; moreover these recommendations are
now incorporated in the Belgian legislation.

The different laboratories of the section Safeguards
and Nuclear Physics Measurements mainly deal
with:

3 gamma spectrometry of various types of samples
and in-situ gamma spectrometry;

s Whole Body Counting (WBC), actinides quan-
tification in the lungs and activity determination

in wounds contaminated with radionuclides;

t; instrumental neutron activation analysis using the
^-standardisation;

g absolute measurement techniques such as
4u B^-coincidence counting and preparation of
standard gamma sources in different geometry;

8 non-destructive assay techniques for safeguards

verification and assay of nuclear wastes;

s safeguards activities related to the context of
international treaties and their associated verifica-
tion activities.

Objectives

Health physics measurements services

is to render services in the fields of dosimetry,
nuclear calibrations and instrumentation, for
internal and external customers and to maintain
expertise in a wide range of measurements;

s to maintain and develop techniques for the deter-
mination of the radioactivity in various types of
samples and in the human body;

S3 to maintain the quality assurance (QA) system
according to the EN4500 I/ISO 17025 standard for
the different techniques for which we have
Beltest or BKO accreditation and to expand this
QA system where it is required;

s to render services for the non-nuclear and nuclear
industries by performing activity measurements
on samples and to fabricate standard radioisotope
sources;

s to design and develop non-destructive assay
(NDA) instruments for third parties;

8 to render services with neutron activation analy-
sis (NAA);

a to contribute to a prevention of the proliferation
of nuclear materials by providing consultancy,
guidance, scientific and technical support to the
Belgian authorities, nuclear industries and the
inspectorates.

R&D

S to further characterise the BD-PND and BDT
bubble detectors;

Si; to investigate the characteristics of new thermo-
luminescent materials for their use in gamma and
neutron dosimetry;

S to study neutron shielding with the Monte Carlo
simulation code MCNP;
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s to perform neutron spectrometry using a tissue
equivalent proportional counter (TEPC);

S5 to study the optimisation of patient dose linked to
image quality in classical and modem diagnostic
and interventional radiology;

s to improve the qualification and quantification of
nuclear materials via non-destructive assay.

ss to minimise the uncertainty in Whole Body
Counting and in gamma spectrometry measure-
ments of radioactive contamination in the human
body;

s to optimise detection limits for the quantification
of actinides in the lungs by optimal selection of

the detector characteristics;

Programme

Instrumentation, Calibration and
Dosimetry

This section assures dose determinations (gamma
and neutron) on a regular basis for internal and exter-
nal customers, as well as nuclear calibrations of
dosimeters and health physics equipment. It also per-
forms precise irradiations in terms of dose and/or
dose rate. The instrumentation service assures prop-
er functioning and maintenance of health physics
equipment. QA principles are implemented.

Next to the services R&D is performed in the field of
dosimetry and medical applications.

Nuclear Physics Measurements

The programme lines for the exploitation of the lab-
oratories are based on QA principles, identification
of the necessary supporting research where and when
required, actions following internal and external
demands for measurements or services. Our different
laboratories daily perform routine measurements for
internal and external customers, and for the in-vivo
measurements, a 24 h standby regime is assured. The

accuracy of the measurements is assured through the
participation in different proficiency tests and by a
maximum of insight and transparency in the meas-
urement methods e.g. by thorough validation and by
developing our own measurement and analysis soft-
ware.

R&D is performed in the field of Whole Body
Counting (background reduction and detector opti-
misation).

Safeguards

This group assures the nuclear materials accountan-
cy (NMA) of SCK-CEN and contributes to the
implementation of Integrated Safeguards measures
in Belgium. It performs R&D and provides technical
assistance to the inspectorates through the Belgian
Support Programme and renders services to internal
and external customers.

Achievements

Health physics measurements services

Instrumentation, Calibration and Dosimetry

Dosimetry

m The dosimetry service assures the personal
dosimetry of more than 4 700 workers in different
companies and hospitals. Furthermore extremity
and ambient dosimeters are also supplied. All
these dosimeters are based on the thermolumines-
cence (TL) principle;

H While the QA-system for the environmental
dosimetry service is in operation, the effort for
QA accreditation of the personal dosimetry is
continued. A series of procedures and instructions

describes the whole process. Furthermore, a
whole set of quality control measures is imple-
mented. These include a systematic control of the
glow curves, a daily check of the read-out system
and the follow-up and control of the calibration
values. For the second year the whole process is

monitored by a "dummy" customer that indicates
us the overall performance of our service.

Calibration

n The calibration service calibrates all radiation
detectors at the Centre. They also calibrate neu-
tron monitors, gamma monitors and electronic
personal dosemeters (EPD) for customers outside
SCK>CEN;

s The calibrations with 252Cf neutrons and those of
the Siemens EPD have a BKO QA accreditation.
A new set-up was installed to calibrate also the
new type (MK2) of Siemens dosimeters.
Accreditation is being prepared for calibrations
with 137Cs and ^Co in different set-ups;

s Spectrometric measurements were done to char-
acterise the X-ray qualities that can be produced

at the Laboratory for Nuclear Calibrations, and to
determine the half-value thicknesses. The X-ray
spectra are produced according the ISO 4037
standard.
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Laboratory for Nuclear Calibrations

Instrumentation

s The instrumentation service is responsible for the
maintenance of all the electronic measuring
devices used in radiation protection at SCK-CEN.
All the radiation and meteorological survey sta-
tions located near SCK«CEN are also maintained
by the instrumentation service.

Nuclear Physics measurements

s Routine measurements in 2001 are: 1 300 analy-
sis for the laboratory for gammaspectrometry,

1 300 analysis for the laboratory for Whole Body
Counting and 150 gamma assays on waste drums
for the laboratory for non-destructive assay;

;g The equipment used for Whole Body Counting
was renewed. The investments aim at replacing
old hardware and in increasing the number of
detection chains;

;a The software used for the Whole Body Counting
is adapted for a Windows environment;

;:s The scope of accreditation was expanded and
now includes also gamma spectrometry measure-
ments on In/Au foils for personal dosimetry, and
activity determination with the Low Level Waste
Assay System Q2;

S3 21 children from Chernobyl were measured in
our Whole Body Counters with the aim to deter-
mine the degree of internal contamination. Some
of these children have been measured twice in
order to determine the biological half-life of B7Cs
in the body;

B We designed and developed a passive neutron
coincidence counter based on time interval analy-

sis (TIA), a coincidence counting technique based
on auto correlation functions of time intervals
between detected pulses. The treatment of pulses
is based on software and is especially suited for
very low count rate applications;

Five fork detectors, used for safeguards verifica-
tion measurements on spent fuel assemblies
under water, were built for Euratom
(Luxembourg).

R&D

Instrumentation, Calibration and Dosimetiy

li A test programme was started to investigate dif-
ferent methods of computerised glow curve
analysis (COCA) in real measurement conditions.
These methods help in reducing the uncertainties
and the detection limits. The methods were devel-
oped by CIEMAT (Spain) and are now tested
with glow curves from SCIOCEN;

s A basic set-up was constructed to perform opti-
cally stimulated luminescence (OSL) measure-
ments. Using a low-power laser, dosimetric sig-
nals from A12O3:C could be detected. The signals
were too low for use in routine, but with more
optimised equipment an interesting tool can be
developed for OSL measurements;

s A new EURADOS working group has started its
activities in 2001, with active participation of
SCK'CEN. The working group consists of
experts from almost all EU Member States, sev-
eral candidate Member States and other European
countries;

s In view of the new ISO standards for personal
neutron dosimeters, an overview was given of the

characteristics of two types of bubble detectors.
We continued the tests on the BDT bubble detec-
tor, which is specifically sensitive for thermal
neutrons. A new type of temperature compensa-
tion system was developed at Bubble Technology
Industries and the temperature behaviour for
these new BDT detectors was systematically
checked and compared with the regular type. No
improved response was found;

is An acoustic read-out system for the bubble detec-
tors was developed;

s TL characteristics of recently developed crystals
(LiKY,.xPr,F5 and KY,.xTmxF4), synthesised in
Russia, were investigated from the viewpoint of
gamma en neutron dosimetry. The maximum TL
sensitivity for gamma's was about 5 times less
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than for the commonly used LiF:Mg,Ti. A sensi-
tivity for thermal neutrons was found, but this
was less than that of 6LiF:Mg,Ti;

Monte Carlo calculations are used to investigate
different neutron shielding problems. We collab-
orate on the shielding design for the MYRRHA
accelerator driven system. A study was also done
at Nordion, where an irradiation room around an
isotope-producing cyclotron needed shielding. In
a first stage the neutron doses were measured
with bubble detectors. Next, the situation was
simulated using the MCNP4B code, testing dif-
ferent shielding thicknesses and materials. A rec-
ommendation for a practical solution could be
formulated;

The European project EVIDOS (Evaluation of
Individual Dosimetry in Mixed Neutron and
Photon Radiation Fields) started by the end of
2001. The aim is to obtain a comprehensive set of
spectrometric and dosimetric data for work-
places in the nuclear industry, an analysis of the
performance of available and newly developed
dosimeters, including the assessment of possible
improvements due to electronic dosimeters, and
guidelines which enable radiation protection offi-
cers to judge the suitability of available dosimet-
ric equipment;

First tests were done with a tissue equivalent pro-
portional counter (TEPC), made of tissue equiva-
lent plastic and filled with tissue equivalent gas.
By applying a low gas pressure, the linear energy
distribution of the radiation field in a small cell
volume can be measured;

We participated in a working group from the
Belgian Health Council on interventional radiolo-
gy. A proposal is launched to the federal govern-
ment to determine reference levels in interven-
tional radiology and for a measuring campaign to
determine the doses to the personnel. This work
will be done in collaboration with different uni-
versities in Belgium;

A PhD programme involving the optimisation of
patient dose and image quality in radiology is
continued. Links will be sought between effective
doses and measurable quantities like Dose-Area
Product and Entrance Surface Dose. A series of
dose measurements has been started for three
selected examinations: angiography of the lower
limbs, angiography of the cerebral arteries and
cerebral embolisation (therapeutic procedure).
The measurements were performed in the univer-
sity hospitals of Leuven (KULeuven) and

Brussels (VUB). In the framework of this study a
comparison of different TL build-up layers for
different RX spectra was made, and this on dif-
ferent kind of phantoms.
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Nuclear Physics measurements

s Uncertainty budgets for the gamma spectrometry
measurements were set up based on numerical
calibrations and experiments, and computed true
coincidence correction factors for sample geome-
tries that are routinely used;

ss Numerical calculations have shown that for each
type of detector the thickness can be optimised to
minimise the detection limit Lc in WBC.

0.01

Detector thickness (mm)

Effect of thickness on the critical level Lc for different detector materials (1: HPGe
at 60 keV- 2: Silicon at 60keV- 3: CsI(Tl) scintillator at 60 keV- 4: CsI(Tl) at
20 keV- 5: Nal(Tl) scintillator at 60 keV - 6: Nal(Tl) at 20 keV)
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Background was measured in different environ-

mental conditions to establish the relation

between background level and detection limit: in

spite of different continuum levels in shielded

rooms and in a German underground laboratory,

the detection limits of in-vivo measurements are

unchanged because of the presence of 40K in the

body.

0 100 200 300 400

Channel Number (1 keV/channel)

Background spectra obtained with 20 mm HPGe
detector (numbered I to 6 from high to low): without
shielding (1&2), 2 mm brass shielding (3), HADES
underground laboratory Mol (4), in shielded room
(5), UDO underground laboratory Asse (6)

We developed basic software to perform trans-

mission tomography with a single detector.

Neutron coincidence software was upgraded and

validated, mainly with respect to the execution

time of real time software processing of measured

pulse trains obtained in neutron counters.

We made a study on the filtering of neutron back-

ground in low count rate applications. The study

aimed at optimising the length of the time win-

dow. Large windows produce pulse distributions

for the number of detected pulse multiplicity that

resemble the normal distribution. The relative

contribution of a unique burst of spallation neu-

trons to the total number of pulses in a window

decreases with larger windows.

We further upgraded the simulation software

Soliciting. The upgrading aimed at improving the

portability of the software by switching from

input templates in MS Excel, controlled by VBA

code and Dynamic link libraries (DLL) to VB

programme connected to a relational database.

Also the viewing capabilities which are necessary

to visualise and control the defined geometry

have been improved by using a 3D representation

of the geometry instead of section views.

s; We participate in the OMINEX project, aiming at

the optimisation of in-vivo measurements by

parametric study. The methods and the sources of

measurement uncertainties in in-vivo counting

were defined to improve the accuracy of the

results.

Safeguards

s Nuclear materials accountancy was performed

according to European Commission Regulation

(Euratom) No 3227/76 for the different material

balance areas.

E We finalised, debugged and tested the new devel-

oped NMA software. The system has run in par-

allel with the old version and is now considered

fully operational.

ii The task (BEL CO 1326) with the IAEA within the

framework of the Belgian Support Programme is

going on. It should allow the IAEA to explore and

identify how the current safeguards applied to the

Belgian installations can be strengthened and

made more cost-effective by integrating the cur-

rent measures with those requested by the addi-

tional protocol. New prescriptions from the IAEA

are taken into consideration. Discussions with the

Belgian Authorities deal with legislative matters,

inspector access to the territory and to the instal-

lations, the primary right of the state to participate

in the inspections, and how to make this compat-

ible with the unannounced inspections as formu-

lated in the IAEA proposals.

s The task (JNT AO1071 BEL) with the IAEA aims

at improving the performance of spent fuel

assembly measurement devices and methods. The

difficulty to make field test on real scale fuel was

circumvented by making tests (proof-of-princi-

ple) on fresh fuel (Venus critical Facility) with a

modified type fork detector, making use of He-3

neutron detectors instead of fission chambers, and

ionisation chambers as gamma detectors.

Analysis of the experimental results is going on.

® Task BEL CO 1323 with the IAEA focusses on the

aggregation process with consideration of the dif-

ferent kinds of qualitative criteria, while consid-
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ering a symbolic approach, which acts by direct
computation on linguistic terms in carrying out
the aggregation of linguistic information. We fur-
ther revised, completed and verified the estab-
lished mathematical algorithm and model. An
evaluation process was established. Based on this
analysis, we presented the multi-level, multi-cri-
teria, multi-expert evaluation method to get the
overall linguistic assurance value for a given
nuclear process, taking into account the particular
nature of the indicators and the specific differ-
ences among the experts' activities through the
aggregation process.

Perspectives

Instrumentation, Calibration and Dosimetry

s An intensive programme of type tests with differ-
ent dosimeters is in progress. These tests are
required for the QA accreditation of the dosime-
try systems. Accreditation of the personal
dosimetry service is foreseen in 2002. This is
linked to the new approval that is being prepared
by the FANC. A continuous effort will be made
for maintenance and extension of the BKO
accreditation.

ss A new read-out system for environmental and
extremity dosimetry will replace the old one.

s The OSL set-up will be optimised so that it can be
used for personal dosimetry and material charac-
terisation.

s The new EURADOS project and the CGCA test-
ing will be continued.

ss The experiments with the bubble detectors will be
continued, including the testing of a completely
new type of thermal bubble detectors developed
by BTI. Using the bubble detectors, measure-
ments will be done in high-energy fields, and
around medical accelerators.

a Early 2002, SCK-CEN will host the kick-off
meeting of the EVIDOS project. SCK-CEN will
organise neutron dosimetry and spectrometry
measurements at the VENUS reactor and
BELGONUCLEAIRE and later on measure-
ments with bubble detectors will be performed at
foreign participating facilities.

s The TEPC will be used to measure neutron spec-

tra at different locations at SCK-CEN. Special
attention will be given to measurements in mixed
gamma-neutron fields.

s We will participate in an intercomparison for crit-
icality dosimeters, organised by IPSN and NBA.

n To study the influence of different medical proce-
dures on the patient dose, measurements in dif-
ferent hospitals will be continued. This will be
supplemented by measurements on a Rando-
Alderson phantom and MCNP calculations. The
important issue of the image quality will be
addressed as well.

Nuclear Physics measurements

m We aim at combining the results of the simulation
program Solidang with the in-situ gammaspec-
trometer in such a way that we can make on-site
simulation and efficiency calibration of the meas-
urement geometry.

a New silicon diodes will be investigated for in-
vivo measurements for low-energy photon emit-

ters.

n' Low-energy Ge detectors in the assessment of Th
and U in the lungs will be implemented.

n Simulation with MCNP of radioactive deposits in
the body will be studied.

Safeguards

a To continue NMA with new software.

n To perform a consistency evaluation between the
State's declaration and the information available
to the Agency and to prepare the state declaration
to the IAEA.

ss Validation for the developed system will be car-
ried out, by preference within some international
co-operations and with the IAEA.

a To continue with the data analysis of the VENUS
fresh fuel measurements.

BELGONUCLEAIRE (Dessel,

Belgium)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs

(Brussels, Belgium)

Nordlon, Fleurus, (Belgium)
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